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Marbre

01

Black & White

Blue Dream

Brook

Dusk

Lilac Storm

Magenta

Pyrite

Royal

Berry Swirl

Marbre was created with a
paper marbling technique
and a lot of experimentation in
Merenda’s home in Queens,
NY. Its large repeat and scale
elevates any space while its
rich color options and textures
make a dramatic mark.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
untrimmed OR 54” wide rolls, depending on
the substrate chosen)
• Pattern Repeat: 104” wide by 72” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Oysters
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While working on her What’s Below
collection in London, Merenda was
inspired by some beautiful Oysters she
had eaten. After bringing the shells
back to her flat and doing several
continuous line drawings with pen on
paper for each of the shells, Oysters
was born.
Oysters played a major role in NYC’s
history—from the Lenape Native
Americans who lived and used them
for food, plaster, tools and burial
grounds, to the great oyster trade era
near the turn of the 20th Century.
Oysters were so abundant that they
used the shells to pave the streets.

Black on White

China Blue on White

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 40” wide by 31” long

Pink on Grey

• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com

Black & White on Charcoal

for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Black & White on Red

Ethereal Vision
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Lush

Graffiti Dream

Blueberry

Navy

Vanilla Sky

Whisper

Ethereal Vision was created
using paper marbling techniques. Merenda put her own
spin on traditional techniques
by experimenting with spray
paint and standard acrylic
inks. These experimentations
resulted in a cosmic essence
and an ethereal motion
of light in each of the pattern
colorways.

Iris

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 50” wide by 38” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Brooklyn Manhole
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Black on White

White on Charcoal

White on Black

China Blue on White

Gold on White

Gold on Eclipse

Yellow on White

Sky on Cream

While most people walk over
manholes every day without a
second glance, they have
captivated Merenda for a long
time. An addition to the NYC
Manhole collection, Brooklyn
Manhole was created from
rubbings of manhole covers
in Brooklyn.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
42” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 40” wide by 64” long
• Pattern Match: : Straight 1/3 step repeat
(pattern match at 21.3”)
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a 10’
high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Escape
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Dusk

Midnight

Watermelon

Moonlight

Blueprint

China Blue

Cashmere

Gold on White

Gold on Black

Intrigued by the idea that
blueprints and camo could
have a utilitarian purpose,
Merenda created Escape.
She combined found vintage
blueprints (from the turn of
the 20th century) with a fluid,
hand-drawn camouflage
pattern. This fusion created an
opposite effect, achieving a
sophisticated yet urban feel.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
42” OR 54” wide untrimmed rolls, depending
on the substrate chosen)
• Pattern Repeat: 80” wide by 80” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Dripped
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Starlight

Black Ink

Blue Ink

Sky

Gold Ink

Comet

Dripped was created with
opaque watercolor ink
splattered and dripped on
matte paper. This minimalist
pattern evokes the feeling
of staring up at the stars and
catching a glimpse of a
shooting star.

Silver Ink

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 26” wide by 24.7” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Snake Party
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White on Charcoal Grey

White on Eclipse

Black on White

Gold on White

Rainbow Pastel

Lilac on Cream

Hand-drawn by Merenda
during the Year of the Snake,
this pattern features images
of snakes, chipmunks, the
extinct passenger pigeon, the
tobacco bug, bees, flies, flowers
and corn. Snake Party was
composed to create a mirrored,
harmonious pattern that calls
attention to aspects of nature
that are often taken for granted
by humans.

Gold on Black

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 34.317” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Boom Box
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Boom Box was inspired by the cultural
touchstone of growing up in the 80’s—
being fascinated by and worshiping
the boombox. For Merenda, it was
recording her own voice, the radio
and listening to it constantly. The gold
and black colorway was inspired
by RUNDMC, a legendary Queens Hip
Hop group, whose tape Merenda
would listen to over and over again,
while staring at the speakers.

Gold on Eclipse

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
Gold on White

• Pattern Repeat: 25.167” wide by 72” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com

Eclipse

for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Grey

China Blue

Plaster
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Depending on the colorway you
choose, Plaster will add a subtle
texture or a dramatic impact to your
wall. The pattern was brought to
life from photos of a plaster wall that
Merenda made.
• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)

Cirrus

• Pattern Repeat: 50” wide by 33.33” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.

Solstice

Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.
Tide

Midnight

Daybreak

Chesterfield
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Navy

Sage

Yellow

Grey

Sky and Cream

Eclipse

Chesterfield was designed to
mimic the woven textures of
Jacquard fabric. Jacquard is
a weaving process that was
developed in the early 1800s in
France. The technology completely revolutionized weaving,
allowing for complex fabrics
like brocades to be mechanized.
This pattern originated from
a Jacquard Merenda
designed depicting the cornfields of Maryland. She learned
Jacquard woven programming in school and, after
designing Chesterfield, had a
mill recreate it from her design.
.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 26” wide by 36” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Ikuchi
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Merenda often draws inspiration
from Japanese culture and design.
In Ikuchi, it’s the fluid waters of
Japan and the sea monsters that
are believed to dwell beneath,
that captivated her to draw and
paint this design. The colors
and design were also inspired by
Santa Cruz skateboards.
• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
42” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 40” wide by 20” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
Comic Book

• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
Baby

• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Water

Hatched
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Merenda often draws inspiration
from Japanese culture and design.
Hatched is her nod to the detailed
artistry found in Kimonos. The bold
lines and use of positive and
negative space mimics the patterns
of woven fibers.
• Priced by the roll

Grey on White

• Roll Size: 48” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 8.5” wide by 11.32” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a

White on Grey

10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

White on Black

Sky on Cream

China Blue on White

Helen’s Yard
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Green

Navy

Yellow

White

Charcoal

Eclipse

Inspired by growing up
on the farmlands on the
Eastern Shore of Maryland,
Helen’s Yard depicts the
many chickens that roamed
Helen Merenda’s (Sarah’s
mothers) farm.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
42” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 40” wide by 16.84” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Thames
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Black on White

White on Charcoal

White on Black

Newsprint

Sky on Cream

China Blue on White

Gold on Eclipse

Gold on White

Thames is a compilation of
rubbings of grates and covers
that Merenda did while
walking along the Thames
when she lived in London.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 48” wide by 10’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 48” wide by 113” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Mais
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Green Leaf on Pink

White Leaf on Pink

Green Leaf

Green on White

Grey on White

Black on White

Blue on White

Red on Cream

To Merenda, corn symbolizes
getting back to your roots
and freedom. Growing up in
Maryland, she lived down
long lanes surrounded by cornfields. Watching the corn cycles
always fascinated her—watching them grow so big, die and
get cut down, only to happen
again the next year. It also
symbolizes life and rebirth,
having another chance and
starting new again. Mais
plays homage to those cycles.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 50” wide by 34.75” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Dots

31

Dots is inspired by Damien Hirst
paintings and a custom handpainted nursery Merenda
designed and painted for a client
in Manhattan. She created this
colorful pattern of dots in wallpaper
form—it adds a fun splash of
color perfect for a child’s room or
a modern living space.

Multicolor

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 48” wide by 120” long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 48” wide by 120” long
• Pattern Match: Straight

Grayscale

• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.

Whites on White

• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Linen

Black

Elva Rose
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Greyscale

Comic Book

Blueprint

Moonlit

Secret Garden

Bella

Serenity

Summer Bloom

Elva Rose was inspired
by nature’s curves and was
hand-drawn from elegant
roses photographed during
a trip to Japan. The colors
and patterns are inspired by
Merenda’s grandmother,
Elva Merenda.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 45.5” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 45.5” wide by 36” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

NYC Manhole
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Black on White

Blue on White

Gold on White

White on Charcoal

Gold on Eclipse

White on Black

Merenda created this pattern
from rubbings on various NYC
Manhole covers, specifically
covers made by foundries in
NYC. Like the Native Americans
whose culture and history
lies beneath these manholes,
the foundries near the turn
of the 20th century are a thing
of the past and do not thrive
anymore. NYC manhole
production is now outsourced
and made in India.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 40” wide by 78” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Naga Lotus
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Black

Tarnished Brass

Pewter

Marsala

Dusk Blue

Pink and Grey

Hand-drawn from Tibetan
Buddhist symbols, Naga Lotus
includes lotuses that grow
out of muddy water and represent purity and spontaneous
generation. The serpenthuman-like deities, called
Nagas, are lake and stream
dwelling creatures that
guard treasures.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
42” or 54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 20.25” wide by 20” long
• Pattern Match: Half drop
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Yoga Garden Toile
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Grey on White

Black on White

Red on Cream

Blue on White

Blue on Cream

Green on White

Inspired by Merenda’s own
yoga and meditation practice,
she created Yoga Garden Toile
to reflect the feeling of serenity
that comes when we embrace
the moment as it is. Her intention is to inspire people to
engage in their own practice.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 30.8” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.

Influenced by 19th century
French scenic wallpaper,
Merenda painted the design
with gouache and then
redrew it with pen and ink,
allowing for the space of
classic simplicity. The pattern
combines western and
eastern cultures in a toile style
wallpaper.

Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Trade Routes
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Black and White

Surfboard

Navy

Grey

Pastel

Cali

Trade Routes is a guest
appearance by Max Kahan,
artist, wallpaper hanger,
and Merenda’s life partner.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 62.5” long
• Pattern Match: Straight

Kahan worked with treated
paper in a consistent triangle
shape to create a free-flowing
map that reflects the need
to both back off and bear
down when finding the path
of balance in life. The interplay of precision, randomness,
structure and fluidity is
expressed in this colorful and
mesmerizing wallpaper
designed from original artwork
by Kahan.

• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

NYC Alphabet
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NYC Alphabet is a tribute to the
“straight letter” hand style in
graffiti culture. Merenda has a
graffiti background from
her history of hanging out with,
learning from and painting
with other “writers” in Maryland,
Atlanta and NYC. She created
this pattern for a range of uses,
from modern event spaces to a
child’s bedroom.

Rose

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)

Blue

• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 28.6” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com

Rainbow

for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Black

Chalkboard

Corn Rows
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Black on White

Granite

Harvest

Morning Mist

Summer Green

Summer Green on Cream

Inspired by growing up in
the farmlands of the Eastern
Shore of Maryland and the
cyclical life of corn, Merenda
designed Corn Rows. These
large and beautiful corn stalks
are intended to bring peace
and spaciousness to your wall.
.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 42” wide by 10’ long (may come on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 42” wide by 97” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Spray
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One day while walking through
Midtown NYC and photographing
walls, Merenda came across one
that had layers of white and black
spray paint with natural concrete
textures coming through. Spray has
a gotham feel, bringing the outdoors
inside while creating a spacious
patterned look.

Concrete

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 39” long
• Pattern Match: Straight

Honeysuckle

• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.

Hyacinth Blue

• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Lilac

Blue Spruce

Forest Yoga
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Natural

Natural on Charcoal

Sepia

Sepia on Charcoal

Overcast

Rave

Forest Yoga is inspired by
Merenda’s own yoga and
meditation practice. She
created this pattern to reflect
the feeling of serenity when
we embrace the moment
as it is. Her intention is to inspire
people to engage in their
own practice. Influenced by
19th century French scenic
wallpaper, Merenda hand
drew and painted the design
with gouache.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 50” wide by 29.63” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Diamond Link
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Spray

Black on White

Green on Pink

Blue on Pink

Bluejay

Parakeet

Diamond Link was created
from a photograph of a graffitifilled gate in Manhattan.
The organic shapes mixed with
the impressions of the gate
create a spacious linking
diamond pattern. The shapes
remind us that when we slow
down and pay attention,
we allow ourselves to find space
and beauty in our surroundings.

Light Grey

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 44.5” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 44.5” wide by 36” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Galaxia
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Replica

Nebula

Neutron

Stardust

Supernova

Blue Moon

Tiles cover streets, walls, and
random surfaces in Havana,
Cuba. Galaxia is composed of
photographs of these worn
walkway tiles. They remind us
of a galaxy—some of the
stars are completely burnt out,
dark and dull while others
are vibrant and bright.

Meteor Shower

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 50” wide by 35” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Disintegration
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Disintegration—named after an
album by The Cure—is a collage
of photographs taken during days
of walking through the streets
of Havana, arranged in and filled
with textures that are dissolving
and reemerging in triangular forms.
One of Merenda’s favorite things
about Havana’s architecture was
the way people used what they had
to create patterns. By using pieces
of broken tile and plaster—and
recycling what was around them—
people created compositions of
playful colors that work off of one
another, creating vibrant mosaics.

Black and White

Morning Glory

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat for Black and White and
Blue Tones: 104” wide by 127” long

Watermelon

• Pattern Repeat for Morning Glory and
Watermelon: 52” wide by 63.5” long
• Pattern Match: Straight (can be hung
randomly if preferred)
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll

Blue and White

lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Sky on White

Reflection
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Reflection was created using
crumbled and dyed wax paper.
The pattern takes on its own form
depending on the color and its
surroundings. Light bouncing off
the bottom of a pool or a marble
countertop, Reflection was inspired
by allowing ourselves the space
to step back and reflect on life.

Surf

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 25” wide by 20” long
• Pattern Match: Straight

Graphite

• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.

Rose Quartz

• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Tea Stain

Coal

Scratch Graf
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Merenda challenges the concept
of graffiti—seen as a nuisance by
so many—in Scratch Graf. She plays
with spray paint, tagging, and
scratching on cardboard to create
a soft, playful, and feather-like
surface pattern.
• Priced by the roll

Ice Storm

• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 26” wide by 33” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a

Snow

10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Fog

Black and White

Blackout

Dragon Flowers
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This psychedelic pattern was inspired
by tattoo art and 1970’s textiles.
Dragon Flowers is a combination of
imaginative shapes, flowers, and
creatures hand-drawn and painted
with gouache.
• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 40” wide by 10’ long (comes on
42” or 54” wide untrimmed rolls)

Spring Green

• Pattern Repeat: 40” wide by 18.667” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.

Pastel

Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.
Indian Fresh

Black on White

Golden Brown

Fluid
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Fluid was created from marbleized
paper made by Merenda. The
pattern is designed to bring wonder
into your home, to help you relax,
go with the flow and to remind you
that life is easier when you let go
a little.
• Priced by the roll

Antique

• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 39” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a

Rose Quartz

10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Black and White

Water

Calm

Fault Lines
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The rhythmic, hand-drawn lines in
Fault Lines show the unpredictability
of our life paths. Things shift and
change, like the layers of the earth
that we cannot control.
• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)

Black

• Pattern Repeat: 26” wide by 32.5” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com

Sand

for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Blush

Steel

Aqua

Stars
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Gold

Seafoam

Zen Blue

Zen Blue on White

White on Black

Black on White

Stars pays homage to the eightpointed star, or octagram, which
has many meanings—religious,
astrological and otherwise.
It is a symbol of regeneration in
the Christian religion as well
as the Eightfold Path in the
Buddhist tradition. Through its
links with the great eight-fold
systems of East and West, the
trigrams of the I Ching,and the
Pagan Wheel of the Year, it offers
connotations of wholeness,
rebirth and cyclical infinity.

Baby Pink

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 26” wide by 48.15” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Chopsticks
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Merenda created Chopsticks by
painting with chopsticks and gesso.
She used a splatter technique to
make a raised texture and a loose
geometric pattern.
• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)

Black and White

• Pattern Repeat: 25” wide by 34” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com

Blues

for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Taupe

Warm Grey

Tonal Grey

Native Tools
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Native Tools was created from
drawings of photographed
artifacts found in NYC. Merenda
sourced many images from
the Native American Museum in
lower Manhattan. This pattern
pays homage to the Lenape people,
whose land NYC was built on,
and it reminds us that we are on
stolen land and to respect the
land we share.

China Blue on White

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 45” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)

Black on White

• Pattern Repeat: 9” wide by 19” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com

Grey on Bubblegum Pink

for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Black and White on Red

White on Black

London Grate
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Petal

Arctic Blue

Cool Aqua

Black on White

Greige

White on Black

Merenda created London
Grate by making rubbings
of different surfaces she
encountered while living in
London. This particular
one is from a grate near Tate
Britain. The loose nature of
the rubbing lets you sense her
hand and the rhythm of the
circular pattern.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 25” wide by 20.8” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

New York Arrowheads
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Charcoal on White

White on Black

Black on White

White on Charcoal

China Blue on White

White on China Blue

Merenda drew New York
Arrowheads from photos
taken of arrowheads collected
in NYC. This pattern honors
the craftsmanship of the indigenous people who inhabit
these lands.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 10” wide by 9.6” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Plunge
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Tidepool

Stone Grey

Blush

Midnight Crow

Smudge

California

Magenta Dream

Hendrix

Plunge was created using
paper marbling techniques.
Merenda put her own spin
on traditional techniques
through experimentation
with spray paint and
standard acrylic inks to
create this unique pattern.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 52” wide by 9’ long (comes on
untrimmed 54” wide rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 18” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Aurora
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Caribbean

Venice

Prism Kiss

Sunbow

Australis

Nimbus

Aurora is a mural and
ombre-like pattern
designed to uplift a space
and to create a subtle
cheerful vibe. Color variations were created from
an original soft blended
watercolor painting.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll sizes vary between substrates:
Canvas Vinyl Type II & Eco Smooth Unpasted
• Roll Size: 51” wide by 9’ long (3 yd) (38 sq. ft)
(comes on 54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 50” wide by 108” long (3 yd)
• Pattern Match: Straight
Pearl Grasscloth
• Roll Size: 35” wide by 108” long (3 yd) (26.25 sq. ft)
• Pattern Repeat: Repeats at 35” on 36”
untrimmed rolls
• Pattern Match: Straight
• Printed on a continual bolt
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a 10’
high ceiling, you can request a longer roll. Please
contact info@merendawallpaper.com for custom
lengths, pricing or other substrate options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Interconnection
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Borealis

Atlantic

Malecon

Hydrangea

Sun Dog

Refraction

Interconnection is an
untraditional stripe
created by painting a
rainbow with dyes and
watercolor on paper.
With intentional gaps
of space, it allows
movement and repatterning of the mind.
The colorways give a
slightly different mood
depending on your
state of being and what
you fancy.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll sizes vary between substrates:
Canvas Vinyl Type II & Eco Smooth Unpasted
• Roll Size: 53” wide by 9’ long (3 yd) (40 sq. ft) (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 53” wide by 40” high
• Pattern Match: Random
• Printed on a continual bolt
Pearl Grasscloth
• Roll Size: 3 yd (40 sq. ft); total width is 53”—2 panels at
26.5” A, B set (comes on 36” untrimmed grasscloth)
• Pattern Repeat: 53” wide by 40” long
• Pattern Match: Random
• Printed on continual A, B bolts
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order, allowing
for customers to request custom roll lengths if needed.
For example, if you have a 10’ high ceiling, you can request
a longer roll. Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more information
about each material here.

Dreamscape
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Water Kiss

Roy G Biv

Sunbeam

Kira

Amagansett

Light Bright

Ghost Bow

Rave

An elevator to the clouds,
Dreamscape has a bold and
youthful feel. Inspired by
Merenda’s toddler son and
his vision of animals walking
on a rainbow.

• Priced by the roll
• Roll Size: 50” wide by 9’ long (comes on
54” wide untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 50” wide by 48” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,
allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more
information about each material here.

Suncatcher
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Suncatcher is pure moving energy that
was created from a full-scale watercolor
rainbow painting. Full of its own imperfections, it continues to move no matter its
path. With it’s flowing movement and
large scale it’s undoubtedly eye-catching.
Suncatcher brings movement to blocked
energy and allows your deepest inhibitions to emerge.

• Roll sizes vary between
substrates:
Canvas Vinyl Type II &
Eco Smooth Unpasted
• Priced by the 3 or 4 yd panel
• Roll Size: 52” wide (comes
on 54” wide untrimmed
rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 156” wide
by 54” long—3 panels
make full repeat width
• Pattern Match: Straight
Pearl Grasscloth
• Priced by the 3 or 4 yd panel
• Roll Size: 31.5” wide (comes
on 36” wide untrimmed rolls)

Rainbow Sun

Ventura Sky

• Pattern Repeat: 156” wide
by 54” long—5 panels
make full repeat width
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally
printed to order, allowing for
customers to request custom

Vieques

Mercer St.

roll lengths if needed. For
example, if you have a 10’
high ceiling, you can request
a longer roll. Please contact
info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or
other substrate options.

Skateboard

Anchor

• Need help choosing a
substrate? Find out more
information about each
material here.

Black Stallion

Charm City

Under Water Wave
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Like life, tides come and go. It’s good
to remember, we are just along for
the ride.
Under Water Wave is Inspired by
Japanese waves and the graffiti drip.
Created from a large-scale painting
with ink and dye on paper.
• Priced by the 3 yd roll on a continual bolt

Blueberry

• Roll Size: 52” wide (comes on 54” wide
untrimmed rolls)
• Pattern Repeat: 52” wide by 30” long
• Pattern Match: Straight
• All of our designs are digitally printed to order,

Raspberry

allowing for customers to request custom roll
lengths if needed. For example, if you have a
10’ high ceiling, you can request a longer roll.
Please contact info@merendawallpaper.com
for custom lengths, pricing or other substrate
options.
• Need help choosing a substrate? Find out more

Tidepool

information about each material here.

Autumn Wave

Ink

